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Abstract
Objectives: To offer network design for secure Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) services with improved Quality of Services (QoS) parameters.Methods:
The network area is created with required number of nodes. INTRA-SR process
is employed for tracing of the route from the source node and INTER-SR is
involved to reach a destination node. Cuckoo Search (CS) based optimization
followed for the broadcasted voice packets. The Machine learning classifiers
as SVM and ANN applied to decrease the instances of loss of voice packets.
Simulation work is performed by using MATLAB 2018 and results obtained
plotted in graphs using MS-Excel. Findings: The proposed design evaluated
by incorporating CS algorithm to minimize the packet drops. SVM and ANN
hybrid used to locate secure routing path. The QoS for throughput, latency and
jitter are observed. The results exhibited higher average throughput of 98.8%
irrespective of the attack instances. Lower average latency and jitter of 1.9s
and 2.51ms are also exhibited by the proposed work. Similarly, latency work
employing Ant ColonyOptimization (ACO)withmultiplex andmulticasting (MM)
is 2.66s that get increased to 3.16s due to attack. Novelty/Applications: The
proposed algorithm significantly enhanced by deployment of highly protected
network design with QoS and security. Application of ANN and SVM shown the
improvement in performance for VoIP services. In addition to the regression
analysis validates the results by applying other optimization algorithms.
Keywords: Voice over Internet Protocol; Cuckoo Search; Support Vector
Machine; Artificial Neural Network; Machine Learning

1 Introduction
A technique VoIP that converts simple sound signals to computerized information that
could be easily communicated via internet. This technology usually requires a VoIP
application to be installed in the system and uninterrupted connection to internet for
real time transmission of video, voice and multimedia. These applications require
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codecs for the process of voice transfer in the form of data packets over the communication channel. Internet offers a flexible,
cost effective, and convenient platform for VoIP applications that have become an integral part of most of the business,
organizations and market. Hence, larger section of users now relies on VoIP applications instead of public switch telephone
network (PSTN) as ameans of communication. Some of the popular VoIP applications are shown in Figure 1. It is not practically
feasible to have a single global phone number that can be reachable round the clock and over the globe. However, some of the
VoIP applications such as Viber and WhatsApp require this as an identifier to address VoIP communication via internet and
also requires the specific application to be installed on both the communicating devices (1,2).

The present day’s society is turning towards IP based technology such as VoIP. According to a survey by TransparencyMarket
Research Centre up to the year 2021, the VoIPmarket size predicted to rise up to 136.76-billion-dollar globally with about 348.5
billion of subscribers. Due to the limited of numbers for connections, users may not be able to get network access particularly
in crowded areas. The data packets travel from network to network and path to be followed may get divert through untrusted
area causing security attacks (3).

Fig 1. Popular VoIP applications

Security of VoIP networks is a challenging task, and it needs experts from several areas such as network security, operations,
management, control, and user’s services.The user’s hardware devices, signaling gateways, routers, switches and signalingmedia
involved in VoIP communication system remains at risk from attacks. The security protocols cannot be ignored and the secret
information may be modified by intruders for personal benefit. VoIP network architecture should include security controls
such as traffic monitoring, user authentication, authorization and policy-enforcement (4).

VoIP got considerable amount of users in the area of communication world but still faces many challenges such as security,
confidentiality, integrity and, authenticity. Phishing attacks are at a high increasing level. In addition to services related to
sensitive information and solution to the problem remains unsolved (5,6). Virtual Private Network (VPN) monitoring and
assessment is big challenge under full service operation conditions. VPN technology can be used as a QoS measure for VoIP
security and not found fruitful for addingmore security stacks (7,8).The attacks causes to block the important resources to users.
Adversarial attacks related to image data which mostly cannot be applied to network traffic classification. To develop improved
model based on SVM is a big challenge (9–11).

Intruders generally attack VoIP services due to inheritance of several weak points. The protocol designers must address such
issues before implementation. The efficiency of already developed algorithms for cyber security are not sufficient against cyber-
attacks and the focus on fitness function for improvement of cyber security is the basic requirement. The Security and QoS are
till important in the present day’s world and different new machine learning techniques are under use by many researchers. The
research work need to include parameters for classification, number of samples used and to reduce the strain real checking as
well as to verify at the human level (12–15).

While designing a VoIP security over a distributed peer to peer communication, a triple authentication method was
employed to offer secure multimedia communication using SIP and evaluated for cryptographic peer recognition to create
a trust worthy communication platform (16). Because of increase in random cyber-attacks at security level author used live
Voice Detection (LVD) technique and biometric features for safety of VoIP system (17). Authors addressed the security of VoIP
by collecting the VoIP stream using packet length with transmission frequency and characterized the region reachable by
malicious applications. Further, proposed a VoIP detection model to identify Nash equilibrium using practical algorithm (18).
Secure protocol for VoIP communication took advantage of two factor agreement named as authentication and evaluation but
against both active and passive attack instances (19).
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It was proposed a Construction by Selection method to scrutinize the payload media data of VoIP services and encrypting
media traffic along with differentiating unencrypted and encrypted traffic (20). A scheme offering a multipath solution is
designed for low bandwidth networks.The experimental outcomes demonstrated the enhanced quality of packets and reducing
the packet loss while delivered across longer distances by employing large number of communication nodes (21,22). The author
proposed artificial immune systems with incremental learning. For making identification model the technique of unsupervised
clustering is applied to identify abnormal data detection algorithms for VoIP applications. The effect of virtualization analyzed
over the VoIP quality and evaluated the design with and without security. The outcomes demonstrated the delay in security
measures (23).

Machine learning algorithms in providing necessary protocols for VoIP network are considered and complemented surveys
on intrusion detection. The different comparisons provided important guidelines for network security (24,25). The author
proposed Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based mechanism involved in MM design to enhance the security of VoIP service
in wireless LAN. The secure VoIP service involved the implementation of Verifiable Secret sharing to MM design. Simulation
results had displayed effectiveness for round time with delivered packets as compared to existing studies (26).

1.1 CS algorithm (CSA)

TheCSA is based on the brood parasitic in other species in linewith Levy’s flying behavior of other birds and flies.This algorithm
follows the living cuckoo process. According to this process a cuckoo lays egg once and then keeps that it in another nest.
Further, some cuckoos grow, some are thrown and some destroyed in between or at final stage. The best egg is selected from
host nests. The algorithm is one of the powerful metaheuristics and very suitable for a discrete type of problems. The algorithm
is based on three assumptions, first of all cuckoo selects a nest randomly to lays one egg in it, then the nests with high egg quality
(problem solving) are passed on to further generation, finally, the original owner of the nests can identify cuckoo eggs that may
be probability Pa ∈ [0, 1] (27,28).

Some of the past studies related to CS based approaches are mentioned in Table 1 along with the objectives and techniques
used.

Table 1. Cuckoo search objectives and techniques used in past approaches
Author Proposed approach Objective Tool and techniques used
(29) CS based model with Support Vec-

tor Machine
Online indoor positioning in
IoT network.

MATLAB and data set of RSSI dataset of
UCI repository for simulation work.

(30) CS algorithm and quantum evolu-
tion approach

Tominimize quality related fac-
tors in routing data packets

Implementation of Visual C++, windows
7 OS. WAXMAN model for random
network topology.

(31) CS based approach for feature
selection.

Phishing websites prediction
for improvement of accuracy

WEKA tool on open dataset from NASA
store.

(32) CS based hybrid approach with
distribution of load

Security in TCP flood and
DDoS environment.

Fuzzy based machine learning classifier.
Simulation work with CloudSim tool.

(33) Cuckoo Search eXtreme gradient
boosting (CS-XGB) model using
ML for optimization

Online airline system using
websites for predicting con-
sumer recommendations.

VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for
Sentiment Reasoning), Word2Vec algo-
rithm, TF-IDF statistical measure

(34) CS with Identity based approach. Virtual Machine (VM) dam-
ages. Minimize the CPU usages
and RAM due to DDoS attack.

MATLAB 2017 and cloudsim simulator
to analyse collateral damages.

1.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)

A statistical based supervised learning algorithm was introduced in 1995 known as SVM that could be used to solve problems
of regression classification and forecasting. SVM utilize kernel functions to convert the input data into high feature to solve
classification. SVM, like other conventional ML methods can gain strong generalization capacity with a few support vectors.
Researchers have designed a models by adding SVM with less data set and improved design elements successfully (35).

SVM as a supervised learning method, has become a successful approach to solve classification and regression problems.
SVM reports outstanding results in multiple domains. Researchers have mainly focused on SVM learning algorithms but now
research is going on to find efficient kernel to improve accuracy. Linear, Gaussian, or polynomial are Standard kernels and are
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unable to take benefit from specific data sets. This has driven the research to find alternative kernels to be used in the areas of
multimedia such as VoIP (36).

1.3 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

ANN is computer systems promoted by the brain of human beings. Such type of systems are made up of units connected
internally known as neurons. Every neuron can communicate with a signal processed by a receiving neuron and usually setup
in layers and every layer make some sort of change in the data provided (37).

ANN applications gained popularity in different areas of human need and are competitive as compared to statistical models
in terms of usability. It is highly recommended to analyze data by scholars in the social sciences and arts without its practical
application of science and engineering. The ANN application can make models more accurate and user-friendly with larger
inputs. The human brain is similar as a multidisciplinary device that specializes in sending signals, which can communicate
easily to perform specific tasks. A key feature of these minds is their unique ability to process information. It creates many
complexes that connect ”neurons” in the form of things that work jointly in solving a particular problem on a routine basis (38).

Tomeet the rising demand of reliable and secure VoIP solutions, we addressed the network security for offering an enhanced
quality of VoIP service. To achieve this, we implemented Cuckoo Search for optimizing the network followed by SVM and
ANNhybrid classifiers to identifymalicious and genuine nodes.The paper is organized in six sections, after introduction as first
sectionwhich include theVoIP technology, its applications alongwith security threats andQoSmatters.The simulations work is
performed usingMATLAB/SIMULINK software.The proposedmethodology discussed within section two and the results with
discussion outlined in section three. Conclusion and future works is summarized as section four. At the end acknowledgement
and references are mentioned as section five and section six respectively.

2 Methodology
This section of the paper categorized in two subsections. First subsection describes the important parameters of network
deployment and the second subsection describes the implementation of CS with SVM and ANN hybrid classifiers to enhance
to network security of the deployed network.

2.1 Deployment parameters

The network area of 1000 by 1000 sq. m is created with 50 to 500 nodes for the study of VoIP service. This defined network has
predefined nodes labelled as a source node as well as for destination node. Table 2 lists the important parameters of network
design. INTRA-SRprocess is employed for tracing of the route from the source nodewhile following number of nodes.However,
to reach a destination node that is present at longer distance other network INTER-SR is involved in addition to INTRA-SR.

Table 2. Parameters used in Network Design
Parameter Description
Deployment Area 1000 × 1000 sq. m
Routing Technique INTRA-SR and INTER_SR
Number of Nodes 50 to 500 nodes
Labelled Nodes 2 (Source and Destination Node)

2.2 Implementation of CS

This section describes about the improvement in security of the communication process dealt with the implementation of
Cuckoo Search based optimization of the broadcasted voice packets. SVM and ANN as two Machine learning classifiers also
integrated following network optimization to decrease the instances of loss of voice packets and communication delay observed
during real time communication usingVoIP applications. Figure 2 outline themajor steps involved in the implemented strategy.

The integrated routing approach implemented in the last stage is followed by CS on the basis of brood parasitism (39). To
minimize the packet, drop during transmission optimization algorithm is incorporated in the present design. Further SVM
and ANN hybrid is used to locate secure routing path for secure VoIP communication.
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Fig 2.Outlined work methodologies

2.3 Implementation of SVM and ANN

The ordinal architecture of SVM and ANN is provided in this research. A supervised learning models SVM is used to train
data for classification and regression problems. Data set containing various features related to problem is categorized in to two
categories defined on basis of features. SVM training finds the category of the new examples to make it binary linear classifier.
An SVMmodel can show visible data sets of various categories. New data sets are then correlated into the category of the dataset
predicted that depends on the gap on which it falls. SVM performs efficiently both the linear classification and the non-linear
classification.The concept of kernel comes in role when nonlinear classification is applied. Kernel searches for a hyperplane that
can differentiate the training data by mapping the non-linear separable dataset into high-dimensional feature spaces. The issue
with SVM is that, it is a binary classifier and the computation complexity of the algorithm increases in case of use for multi-class
classification. The solution to the binary classification comes to be ANN which is a layered architecture and can accommodate
multiple classes at once. There are three layers of ANN propagation model as follows.

2.3.1 Input Layer
The first layer of ANN is known as the input layer. The main purpose of this layer is to receive the inputs values for observation.
The input layer is connected to its next layer that is known as the hidden layer. Three-layered architecture is connected with the
layers by using nodes. Each node that exists in the input layer passes variables to every node of the hidden layer.

2.3.2 Hidden Layer
The hidden layer take input from the input layer and process it internally in the network, and last it pass processed data to every
node at output layer. The processing of is performed by using weighted connections of the system. It is connected from both
sides means the input layer or output layer.

2.3.3 Output Layer
It is the last layer of ANN and receives input from the hidden layer in the form of weighted connections. It generates output
values against the prediction of weighted connection.

2.4 CS Optimization with SVM and ANN

This hybrid speeds up the communicationwhile selecting only the genuine nodes.The number of steps followed in the approach
based on CS with SVM and ANN are mention in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1.
CS optimized SVM and ANN Algorithm
1. Input: Dtraining // training data
Catdata // category data
2. Initialize CS variables
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Enum // number of eggs representing sensor nodes property
dataot // optimized training data
3. Calculate length of optimized training data
L = length(dataopttrain ) //Training data length for optimization
4. Initializing variable:
dataot = [] //initializing empty matrix
5. Foreach i in L
6. Ecurrent = dataoti // representing selected nodeproperty from current data sensor nodes
7. Eth = average(dataot) // representing thresholdproperty
8. i f Ecurrent < Eth = other T hproperties // threshold properties
9. Ff it = f it(Ecurrent , Eth)

10. Ff it =

{
1, True
0, False

11. Bestproperty =CS(Ff it , Dtraining, CSvariables)
12. End f or
13. Initialize SVM parameters
dataot // optimized nodes property of training data
14. f oreach N in Enum
15. Evaluate node property
I f Nodeprop ==

′
Real

′ ; Group1 = NodepropN

16. Else ; Group2 = NodepropN

17. Endi f
18. End f or
19. trainst = SV MTrain

(
dataot , Group, Kernel f unction

)
20. dataot = trainst .SV M // identify training data for ANN
21. Initialize parameters for ANN
Enum // Total epoch
Itrnum // Total iteration
Nnum // Total neuron
//Levenberg Marquardt techniques.
//Random data division
22. Foreach i in dataopttrain

23. If (dataopttrain belongs to overload)
24. Assign cat1 == dataoti // abnormal sensor node
25. If (dataot belongs to underload)
26. Assign cat2 == dataoti // abnormal sensor node
27. Else ; Assign cat3 == dataoti // representing normal storage space
28. Endi f
29. End f or
30. Netstorage = New f f (dataot , cat, Nnum) //call neural networks initialization function
31. Nettrain = train(Netstorage, dataot , cat) // Network training for calls
32. Ecprop = property(Ecurrent) // property of current sensor node
33. Rveri f y = simulate(Nettrain, Ecurrent) //verifying result.
34. If Rveri f y == True
35. Networkproperty = genuine //consider for data transmission
36. Else ; Networkproperty = malicious
37. Endi f
38. Output: Networkproperty // distinguishes malicious and genuine nodes
The proposed architecture utilizes SVM for the selection of the data which has to be passed to ANN in order to train the

ANN for the identified labels. SVM uses polynomial plane for the creation of the hyperplane. The selected support vectors are
passed to ANN for training. The support vectors as visible in Figure 3.

Neural networks uses the following ordinal measures for the propagation of the data into 15 layers of network. In order to
train the system, the selected data is populated for multiple state actions and a total of 15 feature vector, divided into t=0-5
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Fig 3. Results of polynomial kernel

Fig 4.Neural network propagation model
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time frames with each frame containing 3 values of attributes namely the “Throughput, Power Consumption” and “Delay” of
the discovered route. The propagation network follows Levenberg Training model which validates the data utilizing the MSE
generated in each propagation as shown in Figure 4.There are 4 certain stopping criteria’s for the training to stop.TheAlgorithm
1 initially performs CS based node optimization then SVM and ANN hybrid based classification to identify the genuine and
malicious nodes. CS exhibits local as well as global coverage while fitness function helps CS to trace better route. The optimized
output is fed tomachine learning classifiers as optimized training data.The implemented strategy aids in tracing best and secure
route with enhanced data transmission speed. The network updates the input weight by modifying the gradient θ until the new
weight value becomes equal to the old weight value. The proposed algorithm refers weight to the input data which is passed
through the sigmoid function of Levenberg architecture. The increment or decrement in the gradient descent can be calculated
by Levenberg model. The aim to train the system is to increase the classification accuracy. The proposed algorithm, views the
classification accuracy as an object which gets it maximum value when the weight is propagated throughmost suitable elements
of the category. Hence a hybrid classification algorithm is designed in which the selected support vectors from SVM is passed
to propagation behavior algorithm.

3 Results and discussion
The proposed algorithm utilized the concept of attaining maximum overall regression in order to get maximum classification
accuracy. In addition to the regression analysis performed with CS+SVM+ANN, the proposed algorithm also validates the
results by applying Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) as optimization algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) as an
artificial intelligence (AI) technique for approximation (40). The proposed algorithm is simplified to observe optimization
performance as a comparison result which is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3. Regression Statistics
Record Count R-Proposed R-ABC+SVM+NEURAL R-PSO+SVM+NEURAL
1000 .83 .72 .71
2000 .86 .73 .77
5000 .90 .76 .80
10000 .94 .82 .85

As clear from Table 3, the regression value (R) of the proposed algorithm architecture which incorporates Cuckoo Search,
in combination with two classification algorithms namely SVM and ANN, is highest in comparison with other swarm based
algorithms illustrated in the survey and hence CS-SVM-ANN architecture is proved to be most significant for the processing.

The proposed strategies described in the last section are also evaluated in this section under two scenarios, namely, VoIP
service in present of attack andVoIP service without attack in terms of throughput, observed latency or delay in communication
and jitter.Theproposed design is also evaluated against existing study ofRamasamy andEswaramoorthywhohad integratedAnt
ColonyOptimization (ACO)withMM to enhance the security of VoIP services (26). Table 4 presents the throughput observation
by the proposed design (CS with SVM and ANN) and Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy work (ACO with MM) (26) for VoIP
service both before and after the attack instance. The node count used for the study ranges from 50 to 500 involving both
INTRA-SR and INTER-SR routing protocol.

Table 4.Throughput Comparison (%)
Node
count

Throughput Before Attack
(Ramasamy and
Eswaramoorthy) (26)

Throughput Before
Attack (Proposed)

Throughput After Attack
(Ramasamy and
Eswaramoorthy) (26)

Throughput After
Attack (Proposed)

50 98.9 99.5 98.6985 99.438
100 98.7 99.3 98.4595 99.208
200 98.3 99.1 97.9815 98.978
300 97.9 98.7 97.5035 98.518
400 97.5 98.3 97.0255 98.058
500 96.6 97.9 95.9500 97.598

Figure 5 provides a graphical comparison of the proposed design against the existingwork of Ramasamy andEswaramoorthy.
The bar graph compares the throughput of both the studies represented by Y-axis against the node count represented by X-axis.
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It is observed that for a particular number of nodes, the proposed work exhibited higher throughput irrespective of the attack
instances as compared to Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work. Overall, Average throughput of proposed work was 98.8%
that get lowered to 98.633% due to attack. However, throughput of Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work was 97.98% that
get lowered to 97.603% due to attack. In other words, throughput comparison shows that due to attack the proposed work get
compromised by 0.167% as compared to Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work that get compromised by 0.38%.

Table 5. Jitter Comparison (ms).
Node
count

Jitter Before Attack (Ramasamy
and Eswaramoorthy)[26]

Jitter Before Attack
(Proposed)

Jitter After Attack (Ramasamy and
Eswaramoorthy)[26]

Jitter After Attack
(Proposed)

50 1.5 0.54 1.772 0.608
100 2.4 0.94 2.843 1.068
200 2.7 1.90 3.200 2.172
300 3.6 2.70 4.271 3.092
400 4.7 4.10 5.580 4.702
500 5.6 4.90 6.651 5.622

Fig 5.Throughput comparison

Jitter is an important parameter that governs the quality of VoIP based communication. It is observed due to issue in the
delivery of voice packets at the destination. Jitter observed for the proposed and the Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work is
listed in Table 5 for node count varying from 50 to 500. Table 5 and Figure 6 shows that jitter for the proposed work is much
lower than the existing work due to the implementation of the SVM and ANN hybrid classifiers that increases the quality of
network employed for the packet transmission. On an average jitter of the proposed and Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work
is 2.513ms and 3.41ms that get increased to 2.87ms and 4.05 ms due to attack, respectively. In other words, attack has increased
the jitter by 0.364ms of proposed and 0.636ms of Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work.

Next, parametric values of latency comparison are listed in table 6 Latency is calculated to have an idea of overall
communication delay adjoining the implemented methodology for VoIP communication. Latency of proposed work is
compared against Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy for before and after the attack.

Table 6. Latency Comparison (s).
Node count Latency Before Attack

(Ramasamy and
Eswaramoorthy)[26]

Latency Before Attack
(Proposed)

Latency Before Attack
(Ramasamy and
Eswaramoorthy)[26]

Latency Before Attack
(Proposed)

50 0.7 0.5 0.82 0.562
100 1.5 1.1 1.772 1.252
200 2.3 1.5 2.724 1.712
300 2.9 2.1 3.438 2.402
400 3.9 2.5 4.628 2.862
500 4.7 3.7 5.58 4.242

Figure 7 shows that average latency of the proposedwork employing CSwith hybrid SVMandANN is 1.9 s that get increased
to 2.172 s due to attack. Similarly, latency of Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work employing ACO with MM is 2.66 s that
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Fig 6. Jitter comparison

get increased to 3.16 s due to attack. The lower latency is observed in proposed work than the existing work. The nodes with
average increase in latency of 0.272 s and 0.493 s has been observed for proposed and Ramasamy and Eswaramoorthy’s work
due to attack.

Fig 7. Latency comparison

The results from the research works compared with the results of past studies in the form of tables (Tables 4, 5 and 6). The
study has addressed the key issues of VoIP communication system such as throughput, jitter and latency.

4 Conclusion and future works
This study had designed a highly secure wireless network to offer an improved VoIP service. INTER-SR and INTRA-SR routing
techniques implemented for transmitting voice packets between source node and destination node. Authors had involved
CS for optimizing network along with hybrid machine learning classifiers (SVM with ANN) to trance a secure route while
distinguishing between malicious and genuine nodes. The effectiveness of the approach designed is calculated with number
of nodes from 50 to 500 under attack and normal condition. Comparative study against existing work demonstrates higher
throughput of proposed work to be ∼ 98% against ∼ 97% of existing work under both attack and normal scenarios. Lower
average latency and jitter of 1.9 s and 2.51ms are also exhibited by the proposed work. In addition to the regression analysis to
get maximum classification accuracy validates the results by applying other optimization algorithms such as ABC and PSO.

Overall, the proposed design successfully demonstrated the deployment of highly protected network design to offer secure
VoIP service. Cuckoo search is commonly used for solving continuous problems and fails to solve discrete type of problem
efficiently. The algorithms are still under developments for optimization due to the problem in adaptability. Because of the
obtained results not up to the mark the future research need to study and explore more techniques to improve the parameter,
step size, link processing and coupling functions between variables. To improve the reliability and security more approaches
such as Deep Reinforcement Learning (DIL), Auto Encoder (AE) and Deep Belief Network (DBN) may be applied to protect
the VoIP network from cyber security threats.
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